134th Commencement
May Sixteenth, Two Thousand and Twenty-One
Three o’clock in the Afternoon
Bobby Dodd Stadium at Georgia Tech
Atlanta, Georgia
Spelman College Mission Statement

An outstanding historically Black college for women, Spelman promotes academic excellence in the liberal arts, and develops the intellectual, ethical, and leadership potential of its students. Spelman seeks to empower the total person, who appreciates the many cultures of the world and commits to positive social change.
**History of Spelman College**

Sophia B. Packard and Harriet E. Giles, missionary teachers from New England, founded Spelman College. With one hundred dollars, eleven students, and an offer from Father Frank Quarles to use the basement of Friendship Baptist Church, Packard and Giles established the Atlanta Baptist Female Seminary on April 11, 1881, to provide education and training for recently freed female slaves.

The philanthropy of John D. Rockefeller enabled the school to purchase nine acres and five frame buildings. In 1884, as an expression of gratitude to its generous donor, the school changed its name to Spelman Seminary in honor of the parents of his wife, Laura Spelman Rockefeller. Through the vision and self-sacrifice of Packard, the seminary was granted a state charter in 1888. Upon Packard’s death in 1891, Giles became its president. During her years of service (1891–1910), enrollment grew to 800 pupils, and the curriculum expanded to incorporate instruction in secondary and collegiate programming that included teacher, missionary, and nurse training.

From 1910 to 1953, the institution experienced unprecedented growth during the presidencies of Lucy Hale Tapley (1910–1927) and Florence Matilda Read (1927–1953). In 1924, Spelman became a four-year liberal arts college and made substantial strides in its curriculum and organization. Perhaps the most significant event of this time was the signing of the “Agreement of Affiliation” in 1929 by Spelman, Morehouse College, and Atlanta University. The agreement served as the foundation upon which the Atlanta University Center was established in 1947.

In 1953, Spelman began a new legacy of leadership when Albert Edward Manley, EdD, became the first male and first African American to lead the institution. During his administration (1953–1976), the College increased enrollment, enlarged the physical plant, and established programs that broadened the educational experience. Dr. Manley’s successor, Donald Mitchell Stewart, PhD (1976–1986), augmented this formidable legacy by enhancing academic programming, strengthening the faculty, and tripling the College’s endowment.

In 1987, Johnnetta Betsch Cole, PhD, became the first African-American woman president of Spelman. During her tenure (1987–1997), she initiated programs that strengthened ties between the College and local, national, and international constituencies. The Spelman Campaign: Initiatives for the Nineties was successfully completed in 1996 by raising $113.8 million, making it the largest campaign in the history of Black college fundraising at the time.

Another historic moment was entered into Spelman’s annals in 1997 as Audrey Forbes Manley, MD, C’55, became the first alumna to take the helm as president, the institution’s eighth. Under her leadership, the College transitioned into the twenty-first century by implementing strategic planning, improving infrastructure, enhancing technology, expanding community partnerships, and increasing its endowment. In 2000, the state-of-the-art $33.9 million Albro Falconer Manley Science Center was completed.

In 2002, Beverly Daniel Tatum, PhD, began her tenure as the ninth president of Spelman College. In 2008, the Gordon-Zeto Fund for International Initiatives was established with a gift of $17 million, which helped increase opportunities for international travel for students and faculty and provided additional financial aid for international students. Dr. Tatum also facilitated the completion of the most successful capital campaign in Spelman’s history, raising an unprecedented $157.8 million. In addition, she oversaw the completion of The Suites, later named in her honor The Beverly Daniel Tatum Suites, the first LEED Silver certified “green” residence hall on the campus of a historically Black college or university.

In March of 2015, Mary Schmidt Campbell, PhD, was named Spelman’s tenth president. She began her career as the director of the Studio Museum in Harlem, then served as commissioner of cultural affairs for New York City under two mayors before spending more than 20 years as the dean of New York University’s renowned Tisch School of the Arts. Viewing Spelman as a “necessity” to “reach an ideal of equality,” Dr. Campbell launched Imagine. Invent. Ascend, a bold new strategic vision for the College that builds on Spelman’s legendary legacy to educate Black women for the 21st century. Her focus has been on ensuring that every Spelman student graduate with a competitive edge, expanding the College’s strategic partnerships, deepening its excellence in STEM, wedding that strength to art, innovation, and technology, and expanding signature academic programs that leverage Spelman’s scholarly and creative excellence. To support this vision, under Dr. Campbell’s leadership, the College has raised more than $240 million, the largest comprehensive campaign in the history of Spelman.
ACADEMIC REGALIA

Ceremonial garments worn at academic functions take their meaning from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, when European universities were under the jurisdiction of the church. Caps, hoods, and gowns symbolize the scholarly devotion so basic to education and to the deliberate and orderly evolution of knowledge. Participants in Spelman’s Commencement today reflect the variety of colors and styles associated with the diverse degrees earned in the United States and abroad.

The gown is usually black, but some universities have adopted distinctive colors for their robes. The cut of the gown aids in differentiating between the three levels of degrees. The bachelor’s gown is relatively simple and falls in straight lines from an elaborate yoke. The master’s gown is somewhat fuller and bears no adornment. The doctor’s gown is more elaborate, with velvet panels down the front and around the neck of the garment.

The mortarboard cap has been adopted by most universities. Some participants, however, wear the beret cap. Colored tassels are usually worn by holders of the bachelor’s and master’s degrees. Gold tassels are reserved for those with doctorate degrees and governing officers of educational institutions. Tassels on caps are worn on the right side until the degrees are granted, after which they are worn on the left side of the cap.

The hood offers the most significant and most readily discernible information about its owner. The inner lining of the hood identifies the institution from which the individual earned the degree. The inner lining of the Spelman hood is blue. The velvet trim bordering the hood indicates the major field of learning in which the degree has been earned.

For all academic purposes, the colors associated with the fields of learning are listed below:

- Arts, Letters, Humanities .......................................................... White
- Economics .............................................................................. Copper
- Education ................................................................. Light Blue
- Engineering ........................................................................ Orange
- Fine Arts, including Architecture........................................ Brown
- Music ................................................................. Golden Yellow
- Philosophy ........................................................................ Dark Blue
- Public Health ............................................................... Salmon Pink
- Science ...................................................................................
- Theology ........................................................................ Scarlet

The President of the College wears the official Ceremonial Chain. Designed by Tiffany and Company, it contains three vermeil medallions that are die-struck with the shaded areas recessed and raised. Two of the medallions pay homage to Sisters Chapel while the bottom medallion features the Spelman Seal. The star of service within the seal is a Spelman blue buffed epoxy star with a .20-carat diamond. A hand-constructed vermeil necklace connects each of the three medallions. The necklace features a group of links, which are separated by squares inspired by the columns of Sisters Chapel.

The Spelman College Ceremonial Mace, held by the Head Marshall, is made from the wood of a tulip poplar and embellished with sterling silver, 14-carat gold, bronze, and blue topaz stones. The shape and light color of the wood echo the colors of Spelman and give a strong yet feminine look. The top end of the Mace, made of sterling silver, gold, and bronze, holds the seal of the College. On the staff, just below the seal, are sterling silver silhouettes of magnolia leaves that appear on the front of the staff to show an engraving of Sisters Chapel. The pattern of the leaves is sprinkled with several blue topaz cabochon stones. Each of the two sterling silver rings on the shaft of the Mace is also adorned with four blue topaz stones. A large, blue glass stone is set into the bottom of the Mace. Commissioned by Spelman College President Audrey F. Manley, C’55, in 2000, the Mace was designed by alumna Charnelle Holloway, C’79, associate professor of art. Holloway, a metalsmith, created the Mace in collaboration with Nick Cook, a fine woodturner. The Spelman College Ceremonial Mace was used first in 2001 on the 100th anniversary of the awarding of Spelman’s first baccalaureate degree.
ORDER OF EXERCISES
Presiding
SHARON DAVIES, JD
Provost

ORGAN PRELUDE
Prelude from Choral III
César Franck

PROCESIONAL

THE OCCASION
Provost Sharon Davies

INVOCATION
The Reverend Neichelle Guidry, PhD
Dean of the Chapel

ANTHEM
Spirit Wisdom
arr. Kevin Johnson
The Spelman College Glee Club

INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER AND
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE
Angela Y. Davis, PhD
President Mary Schmidt Campbell, PhD
Doctor of Humane Letters

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Angela Y. Davis

BOARD OF TRUSTEES NATIONAL
COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
The Honorable Alma S. Adams, PhD
Provost Davies

MUSIC
A Choice to Change the World
arr. Kevin Johnson and Sarah Stephens Benibo, C’2007
The Spelman College Glee Club

VALEDICTORY REMARKS
Osarugue Otebele, C’2021
Valedictorian

INTRODUCTION OF THE SENIOR CLASS
Lauryn Hoard, C’2021
Senior Class President

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
President Campbell and Provost Davies
Bachelor of Arts Degree
Bachelor of Science Degree

NATIONAL ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION INDUCTION
Keva Wright Berry, C’79
President, National Alumnae Association of Spelman College

CHARGE TO THE 2021 GRADUATING CLASS
President Campbell

THE SPelman HYMN
Spelman, thy name we praise
May peace with thee abide
Through years of toil and pain
And when life’s race is won,
May our hearts to thine.

Standards and honor raise,
And God forever guide
May thy dear walls remain
Thy noble work is done,
Our hearts to be true.

We’ll ever faithful be
Thy heights supreme and true.
Beacons of heavenly light,
Oh God, forever bind
Our hearts to thine.

Throughout eternity.
Blessings to you.
Undaunted by the fight;
Our hearts to thine.

BENEDICTION
Reverend Guidry

RECESIONAL
Grand March from Aida
Giuseppe Verdi
Kevin Johnson, DMA, Director, The Spelman College Glee Club
Joyce F. Johnson, DMus, Spelman College Organist
Through her activism and scholarship over many decades, Angela Davis has been deeply involved in movements for social justice around the world. Her work as an educator—both at the university level and in the larger public sphere—has always emphasized the importance of building communities of struggle for economic, racial, and gender justice.

Davis’s teaching career has taken her to San Francisco State University, Mills College, and University of California, Berkeley. She also has taught at University of California, Los Angles, Vassar College, Syracuse University, the Claremont Colleges, and Stanford University. Most recently she spent fifteen years at the University of California Santa Cruz where she is now Distinguished Professor Emerita of History of Consciousness, an interdisciplinary PhD program, and Feminist Studies.

Angela Davis is the author of ten books and has lectured throughout the United States as well as in Europe, Africa, Asia, Australia, and South America. In recent years a persistent theme of her work has been the range of social problems associated with incarceration and the generalized criminalization of communities that are most affected by poverty and racial discrimination. She draws upon her own experiences in the early seventies as a person who spent eighteen months in jail and on trial after being placed on the FBI’s “Ten Most Wanted List.” In addition, she has conducted extensive research on numerous issues related to race, gender, and imprisonment. Her books include *Abolition Democracy* (2005) and *Are Prisons Obsolete?* (2003), which are about the abolition of the prison industrial complex, a new edition of *Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave, Written by Himself: A Critical Edition* (2009), and a collection of essays entitled *The Meaning of Freedom* (2012). Her most recent book of essays is *Freedom Is a Constant Struggle: Ferguson, Palestine, and the Foundations of a Movement* (2016).

Angela Davis is a founding member of Critical Resistance, a national organization dedicated to the dismantling of the prison industrial complex. Internationally, she is affiliated with Sisters Inside, an abolitionist organization based in Queensland, Australia, that works in solidarity with women in prison.

Like many educators, Professor Davis is especially concerned with the general tendency to devote more resources and attention to the prison system than to educational institutions. Having helped to popularize the notion of a “prison industrial complex,” she now urges her audiences to think seriously about the future possibility of a world without prisons and to help forge a 21st century abolitionist movement.
Representative Alma S. Adams was elected to her fourth full term representing the 12th Congressional District of North Carolina on November 3, 2020. After winning a special election in November 2014, Congresswoman Adams was sworn in immediately as the 100th woman elected to the 113th Congress.

Representative Adams serves on the Committee on Financial Services, the Committee on Education & Labor, and the Committee on Agriculture. She holds several leadership roles as Assistant Whip for the Democratic Caucus, Chairwoman of the Committee on Education & Labor’s Subcommittee on Workforce Protections, and Vice Chairwoman of the Committee on Agriculture. Representative Adams’s subcommittee assignments, in addition to Workforce Protections, include the Civil Rights and Human Services Committee on Education and Labor; Nutrition, Oversight, and Department Operations on Agriculture; and Oversight and Investigations on Financial Services. Her signature legislative accomplishment in Congress is the enactment of H.R. 5363, the Fostering Undergraduate Talent by Unlocking Resources for Education (FUTURE) Act, which permanently provides funding totaling $255 million a year for all minority-serving Institutions, including $85 million for HBCUs.

Representative Adams is the founder and co-chair of the Congressional Bipartisan Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU) Caucus, which promotes bipartisan legislation that supports HBCUs and their graduates. Since its inception, the Caucus has procured $1.3 billion in funds for HBCUs to rebuild their campus infrastructure; secured additions to the Farm Bill, which includes $40 million to HBCUs for scholarships, funding for newly established Centers of Excellence in agriculture, and additional funding for agricultural research and cooperative extension for 1890 land grant universities; and established the annual HBCU Braintrust, which allows faculty, staff, and students from historically black colleges to visit the nation’s capital to promote their institutions with government officials and corporate leaders.

Throughout her career, Representative Adams has promoted quality education for all students. She has introduced legislation to provide nutritious breakfast in schools and supports increased pay for teachers. An educator herself, Representative Adams taught Art History at Bennett College for 40 years. While at Bennett, she led the effort to increase student civic participation, coining the phrase “Bennett Belles are Voting Belles,” and organizing annual marches to the polls. As a former educator, Representative Adams has dedicated her career to improving the lives of young people and her community. She is the recipient of numerous awards and honors, including the North Carolina A&T State University Human Rights Medal, the highest award presented by her alma mater to an individual who fights against social injustice and helps improve the world, and she was also inducted into the National Black College Alumni Hall of Fame.

In 1994, Representative Adams was appointed by her peers to serve in the North Carolina House District 26 seat. She went on to serve ten terms in the state House. During her tenure, she rose to become the chair of the North Carolina Legislative Black Caucus. Before serving as a member of the North Carolina General Assembly, she served nine years on the Greensboro City Council. Throughout her service to the second district in Greensboro, Representative Adams worked to create safe and affordable housing and for the revitalization of neighborhoods. She began her political career in the 1980s by becoming the first African American woman ever elected to the Greensboro City School Board. It was there that she made a lifetime commitment to effecting social change in her community and beyond.

Representative Adams graduated from North Carolina A&T State University in 1968 and received her master’s degree in Art Education in 1972. She earned her PhD in Art Education and Multicultural Education from The Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio in 1981.
TOP TEN GRADUATES†

OSARUGUE OTEBELE* | English
   Summa Cum Laude  | Valedictorian

KIARA JENAY MAHONEY | Education Studies
   Summa Cum Laude  | Salutatorian

MADISON GRACE ALLEN* | Physics
   Summa Cum Laude

FRANCESCA ELISABETH ARRINGTON BENTLEY | Political Science
   Summa Cum Laude

PIPER-SIMONE CASEY | Political Science
   Summa Cum Laude

DALLA KIJAKAZI* | History
   Summa Cum Laude

LYDIA A’LAIN LARAMORE* | International Studies
   Summa Cum Laude

CHANTIA ITHICKA MURPHY | English
   Summa Cum Laude

TAJAH SIMONE PINKARD* | Psychology
   Summa Cum Laude

BRIYA MALIA TODD | Political Science
   Summa Cum Laude

* Ethel Waddell Githii Honors Program

† Valedictorian and Salutatorian are listed in rank order;
   all others are listed in alphabetical order.
ETHEL WADDELL GITHII HONORS PROGRAM

The Honors Program at Spelman College was established in 1980 and later named in honor of Ethel Wadell Githii, a distinguished scholar and Spelman College Class of 1957 graduate who served as director of the Honors Program from 1985 to 1990. The Honors Program captures the best of our institutional values: intellectual curiosity, academic rigor, critical/creative thinking, and strong ethical practice. At Commencement, the Honors Program recognizes three- and four-year Honors Program students who have maintained high academic standards and completed a research thesis or its equivalent, supervised by one or more of the Spelman senior faculty.

BRIA AN’JANA ADAMS | Psychology
Summa Cum Laude

ASIA ALEXIS ALEXANDER | English
Magna Cum Laude

HOLLIS THIERRY BAKER | Sociology and Anthropology
Summa Cum Laude

JORDAN ALEXANDRIA BAREFIELD | Political Science
Summa Cum Laude

JACQUELINE NICOLE BRYAN | Sociology
Magna Cum Laude

JANA PATRICIA COVINGTON | Health Science
Magna Cum Laude

Vanessa Alexandra Eaton | Biology
Summa Cum Laude

EMANI MIRANDA FIGARO | Economics
Magna Cum Laude

SHAUNAKAY SANDRINE FORRESTER | Political Science
Summa Cum Laude

KIARA NICOLE GRIMSTEAD | Economics
Summa Cum Laude

FANA RUTH HAILE SELASSIE | International Studies
Summa Cum Laude

JALA NICOLE HAWKINS | Mathematics
Summa Cum Laude

JOELLE CHLOE HINTON | Health Science
Cum Laude

MORGAN DELORES HOBBON | Mathematics
Summa Cum Laude

JOLAUN URSAL HUNTER | English
Summa Cum Laude

JORDAN CHLOE JACKSON | Theatre and Performance
Summa Cum Laude

JAMIA SEMAJ JORDAN | Biology
Summa Cum Laude

SHELBY MICHELLE LEWIS | Political Science
Cum Laude

ALEXIS CARLYLE MANNING | Philosophy
Summa Cum Laude

MAATI ORI’ANTI MCKINNEY | Mathematics
Summa Cum Laude

NYLA DE’NAÉ OUTLAW | Biology
Magna Cum Laude

RAYVEN LARIA PETERSON | Psychology
Summa Cum Laude

PHŒONIX ÉLON PITTMAN | International Studies
Summa Cum Laude

HANNAH EMILIA PRICE | Biology
Summa Cum Laude

ASIA NYAUN REESE | Sociology and Anthropology
Summa Cum Laude

DESTINY DEJA REESE | English
Summa Cum Laude

BRITTANIE NICHELLE RICE | Computer Science
Summa Cum Laude

KAMI CAMILLE ROBBINS | International Studies

KANIYA MARIA LEE ROGERS | Psychology

JASMINE ALEXIS RICHARDS SCOTT | Biochemistry
Magna Cum Laude

MAYA MARIE SILVA THOMPSON | Comparative Women’s Studies
Summa Cum Laude

HUNTER NICOLE SMITH | Spanish
Cum Laude

KAYLA MADISON SMITH | International Studies
Summa Cum Laude

NAOMI JACQUELINE STEPLIGHT | Independent Major-BA
Summa Cum Laude

MORGAN CHRISTINE STREET | Psychology
Summa Cum Laude

OLIVIA DENISE SUGGS | Biochemistry
Cum Laude

ALIX EILEEN SWANN | International Studies
Summa Cum Laude

AKUA FORIWATEMENG | Chemistry
Cum Laude

RAQUEL MARIE THOMAS | Sociology
Cum Laude

AUTUMN JANAY WILLIAMS | Chemistry
Cum Laude

JAYLA ALISSA WILLIAMS | Economics
Summa Cum Laude

LINDSAY MARIE WILLIAMS | Health Science
Magna Cum Laude

PAYTON SIPPIAL WILLIAMS | Economics
Cum Laude

MIKAYLA ERCCELLE WOODARD | Biology
Magna Cum Laude

NAOMI MARTHA YITREF | Sociology and Anthropology
Magna Cum Laude
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

KATLIN MARIE ABRAM | Education Studies
TALIA B. ADDERLEY | English
KAMRYN MAKENZIE ADDISON | Religious Studies
Cum Laude
KAILEN NICOLE ALDRIDGE | Political Science
Summa Cum Laude
ROCHELLE ALEXIS SYDNEY ALEXANDER | Elementary Education
Magna Cum Laude
DANIELLE TOWNES ALLEN | Philosophy
Summa Cum Laude
KAYLA SIMONE ALSTON | Psychology
Cum Laude
ARIEL ANTOINETTE ALVARADO | Music
Cum Laude
DORIELLE ELAINE ARD | Psychology
LESLIE MARIE BACON | Theatre and Performance
Summa Cum Laude
LAUREN SIMONE BAILEY | Psychology
Cum Laude
ZHARA YASME ALLY BAKSH | Political Science
DANIELLE ALEXIS BALLARD | Elementary Education
Cum Laude
JAZMINE MICHELLE-STARR BANKS | Political Science
KAMILLE AMOUR BANKS | Psychology
Magna Cum Laude
MAYA GRACE BARNES | Environmental Studies
Magna Cum Laude
AUNDREYA DIANNE BATSON | Political Science
AKIRA NYKOLE BATTLE | Elementary Education
Magna Cum Laude
ALANNA RENAYE BEASLEY | Economics
JACINDA GABRIELLE BEASLEY | Political Science
DANIELLE SARA NICOLE BENS | English
AMBER AUDRICE RENEE BLACK | International Studies
RACHEL MICHELLE SIMONE BLACK | Economics
TSHA NICOLE BLACKSHER | Sociology
KHALIA JOSSET BOWLES | International Studies
Magna Cum Laude
ALSTON-SIMONE BOWMAN | Documentary Filmmaking
KALYNNE ARIELLE BRANTLEY | Psychology
SHERITA NICOLE BRAXTON | Political Science
TRENTY SAMARIA BRIDGES | Political Science
Cum Laude
HAILEY ELIZABETH BRIM | Environmental Studies
DEAUBRE JELAINE KARDAYE BROCK | Psychology
Cum Laude
TRENIYA LEVETT BRONAUGH | Political Science
Magna Cum Laude
KENNEDY LYNN BROOKS | Comparative Women’s Studies
Magna Cum Laude
ALLISON CHERRICE BROWN | English
AMBER ELIZABETH BROWN | Psychology
EBONEE MARGARETE BROWN | English
KARI ALEXANDRIA BROWN | Theatre and Performance
MAYA ELLIOTT BROWN | Independent Major-BA
TAYLOR JANET BROWN | Economics
Magna Cum Laude
CIERA B. BURDEN | Economics
Cum Laude
ALICE GREY BURTON | Political Science
Cum Laude
ZARIYA LYNNE BUTLER | Psychology
ATIYA SHAKYRA BYROM | Economics
MENDIANY A. CADET | Elementary Education
ALLEYAH LA’JAI CAESAR | History
Summa Cum Laude
BRITTANY MICHELLE CAMPBELL | Documentary Filmmaking
ALEXIS LYNN CAPERS | Political Science
Magna Cum Laude
CYNNE PAULINE CARPIN | Sociology and Anthropology
NANDI ANIKA CARSON | Psychology
Summa Cum Laude
MIYAI CARTER | Psychology
Cum Laude
TRINATII DOROTHY CARTER | Psychology
AMIRA NOELLE CASTILLA | English
Cum Laude
CHLOE TAMA CAVINESS | International Studies
ASHLEY NICOLE CHANDLER | Political Science
ALEXIS MICHELLE CLARK | Spanish
TAYLOR ELIZABETH CLEMONS | Psychology
ALYNA DESIREE COLEMAN | Psychology
LAURYN NICOLE COLLINS | Economics
Magna Cum Laude
BARRETT KRISTEN COSBY | Psychology
TAYLOR LOUISE COX | Education Studies
CHARLISA RENEE CRAWFORD | Psychology
Summa Cum Laude
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

JAZMYNE DERRENA CRAWFORD | Psychology
KAELA TIARA CROWELL | English
NAKAYLA HADIYA CURRY | Comparative Women’s Studies
JORDAN E. DANTZLER | Art
GABRIELLE ELIZA AKUA DARKO | International Studies
Magna Cum Laude
LAUREN JANELLE DAVIS | Elementary Education
QUEEN AMBER MICHELLE DAVISON | Psychology
Magna Cum Laude
TAYLOR LAUREN DELK | English
Cum Laude
CHANTEL K. DEMOLLE | Economics
MARIAMA BAIO DIALLO | Comparative Women’s Studies
IMANI TONNELLE DIGGS | Comparative Women’s Studies
Magna Cum Laude
LAUREN KENNEDI OZIE DIXON | Independent Major-BA
Magna Cum Laude
Laine Sinclair Doomes | Psychology
CHRISTINA ELENA DORE | Political Science
Magna Cum Laude
KAYLA SALENE DOWLING | Music
STEPHANIE JADE EDME | Education Studies
Cum Laude
HAleigh Stephen Edmonds | Spanish
Magna Cum Laude
ADLEESA MARGRET EDWARDS | Music
JACOYA CHARNNAY ELLIS | Political Science
AVYANCE E ERVIN | Sociology and Anthropology
DESTINEE BRIANNA FIMORE | Art History
Magna Cum Laude
TAJANI B. FINNIE | History
KIERSTON MONAI FORNEY | Comparative Women’s Studies
ALEXA MARIAH FORTUNELJONES | Psychology
ARYN NICOLE FRANKLIN | International Studies
Cum Laude
NIYA DIONE FRAZIER | Political Science
JUSTICE VICTORIA FREDERICK | English
JASMIN MONET FRENCH | Comparative Women’s Studies
KLIANA KRISHUN FRIERSON | English
Cum Laude
KHALIA MICHAEL GANS | Education Studies
ASHLEY IMANI-MICHELLE GASTON | Economics
Cum Laude
JASMIN LOUISE GEYEN | International Studies
TARYN NICOLE GILL | Political Science
Magna Cum Laude
JAELA MONIQUE GILLISON | Psychology
GABRIELLA DANIELLE GLADNEY | Sociology
PARIS DANIELLE GODFREY | Sociology
Cum Laude
KAMARIA SIMONE GOODING | Theatre and Performance
Cum Laude
AHMARI JALYN GRAVES | Economics
Cum Laude
BETHANY HOPE GRIFFIN | Political Science
ASHEE JAHNIQUE MONÉ GROCE | Political Science
JASMINE ELECE GUY | Political Science
MONICA KELLI HACKETT | Philosophy
SAMANTHA LINDSAY HALL | Political Science
Cum Laude
OLIVIA MONET HANEOY | Political Science
Magna Cum Laude
AMARI SIMONE HARPER | Psychology
AUTUM NIVENS HARRIS | Comparative Women’s Studies
COURTNAY JANA HARRIS | Comparative Women’s Studies
LINDSAY ALYDIA HARRIS | Art
RAILA ALELYA HARVEY | Spanish
Magna Cum Laude
BRANDIE MONEE HATCHER | Mathematics
REBEKAH FOLADE AKILI HAYNES | Education Studies
AMARI TYNICE HICKS | Comparative Women’s Studies
LAURYN RENAY HOARD | Psychology
Summa Cum Laude
TAYLOR NICOLE HOLMES | Comparative Women’s Studies
TREVOR ANDERSON HOLSEY | English
Magna Cum Laude
DAH’JAH KAHRESS HOOD | Psychology
MAYA LYNETTE HOPKINS | International Studies
KAYLA ALEXIS HOWARD | Comparative Women’s Studies
Cum Laude
SOPHIA LILLIAN REEANN HOWARD | Comparative Women’s Studies
Cum Laude
JAYLENE ALANAH HUBBARD | Political Science
Cum Laude
KACHELLE ARYKAH MARSHON HUMPPHREY | English
RAIYON CHERISE HUNTER | Theatre and Performance
Cum Laude
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

JADA ONYEKACHI ITAM | Philosophy
Cum Laude
ASHLEY NICOLE JACKSON | Economics
KAYLA SIMONE JACKSON | Psychology
Cum Laude
SYDNEI RHIANNA JACKSON | Music
MYA J. JACKSON | English
Cum Laude
NIA S. JACKSON | Comparative Women’s Studies
Summa Cum Laude
LOGAN JAMES | English
TYLER SUSAN JENNINGS | Theatre and Performance
DESTINY IREANA JOHNSON | Psychology
KEYMARI AMAYA JOHNSON | Economics
LONDON DEMAREE JOHNSON | Psychology
Magna Cum Laude
STEPHANIE LYNETTE JOHNSON | Psychology
Cum Laude
COURNTI IMAN JONES | Psychology
ZOIE VIRGINIA MICHAELA JONES | Elementary Education
Magna Cum Laude
TAYLOR M. JORDAN | English
ANiyAH JADE JOSEPH | Economics
Cum Laude
KLANA DESTINY KEARSE | Theatre and Performance
Cum Laude
KIARA KEARSE | Theatre and Performance
SHYANNE MONYEA KELLY | Political Science
Cum Laude
NADIYAH REGINA KENNEDY | Philosophy
IKYA RENé KENYATTA | English
Cum Laude
DANIELLE SCHUYLER KING | International Studies
SHEKINAH L. KINLOW | Music
ALEXIS KIERRA KINSEY | Political Science
JOY MARIE KIRKLAND | International Studies
Summa Cum Laude
KAYLA ALLYCE KIRKLAND-JOHNSON | Education Studies
JAMBERNICE JATOA ANN LANG | Economics
KAELA KRISTINA LAWRENCE | Dance Performance and
Choreography
Magna Cum Laude
NINA JUNE LEE | Comparative Women’s Studies
Summa Cum Laude
MAKAYLA JANAI DANYIEL LEONARD | Environemental Studies
LAURYN MAKAYLA LEWIS | Sociology
Magna Cum Laude
RHYAN TAYLOR LEWIS | Psychology
Magna Cum Laude
SHELBI M. LONG | Political Science
Magna Cum Laude
TAYLOR JE’NAE LUMPKINS | Psychology
MAYA CATALINA MACHADO | Spanish
Magna Cum Laude
KAYLAH BRIANNA MACK | English
TENNILLE ALISSA MACK | Independent Major-BA
ZOSIA S.M. MACKEY | Sociology and Anthropology
NATALIE MICHELLE MALDREY | Dance Performance and
Choreography
KENNEDY ALEXA MALVEAUX | International Studies
Summa Cum Laude
SHELBY ALEXANDRA MARCEE | Theatre and Performance
MAKAJAH MARLENA MARKS | Elementary Education
Magna Cum Laude
MAKAILA N. MARSHALL | Elementary Education
ALEXANDRIA R. MATTOX | English
DEJA M. MAY | Political Science
JASMINE RENE’ MCCASKILL | Documentary Filmmaking
Summa Cum Laude
DEAVION DANIELLE McINTOSH | Psychology
MORGAN KARYNN MCKIE | History
ALEXIS RENÉE McLEMORE | Economics
CHRISTIANA TIMIA McLEOD HORN | Dance Performance and
Choreography
Summa Cum Laude
LUCKEY MARIA V.J. MERRITT | Economics
CASSIDY NICOLE MEYERS | Photography
Magna Cum Laude
KIERSTEN ELIZABETH HOPE MILLS | Sociology
Cum Laude
HOPE TIERNAY MINNARD | English
CAITLIN J. MOBLEY | English
Magna Cum Laude
ZORA INDIGO MONTGOMERY | Comparative Women’s Studies
ARMANI MICHA MORRIS | Psychology
Magna Cum Laude
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

LAUREN CHRISTIAN MOSELEY | Documentary Filmmaking
   Summa Cum Laude
MEMPHIS MACKENZIE MOYE | Psychology
   Summa Cum Laude
AMINA LOUISE MUGHNEE | Sociology
   Magna Cum Laude
TAY’KEYA MARYSIA’E’YANNA MURPHY | Psychology
KENNEDY SIMONE MYERS | Economics
   Cum Laude
CATHERINE ASHLEY MYRICK | Psychology
MIKAYLA RAE NASH | Economics
   Magna Cum Laude
MIA NASYA NKOSI | Political Science
RAIVEN NOEL NOLEN | English
   Cum Laude
NADIA ILEEN OAKLEY | Sociology and Anthropology
   Summa Cum Laude
CLAIRE NAOMI AYO DEJI OCHIENG | Sociology
AQUIAH ODURAH OHEMENG | Dance Performance and Choreography
   Summa Cum Laude
SHAINA SOEIL’O’NEIL | Economics
LA’NIYA SYMONE OWENS | Elementary Education
   Summa Cum Laude
ANANDA KAI PALMORE | English
   Cum Laude
REYNA CIERRA PATTERSON | Economics
OLIVIA VICTORIA PATTON | Education Studies
TIRZAH NICOLE PEDDY | Spanish
SERENA ALEXIS PENDLETON | Psychology
   Summa Cum Laude
IMORA JHANAE PEREZ | Psychology
JACLYN G. PERRY | Economics
KARLISHA PETERSON | Psychology
DREW LANGSTON PHILLIPS | Economics
   Cum Laude
ELIZABETH MAE POOLE | History
ALEXIS ELIZABETH PORTER | Economics
   Magna Cum Laude
ALEXIS VICTORIA PRESCOTT | Music
   Magna Cum Laude
AALIYAH NICOLE PRICE | Economics
SYDNEY SIMONE PRICE | Psychology
GABRIELLA CHRISTINA PROVOST | Psychology
DESTINY AMAIYA QUINN | Psychology
   Magna Cum Laude
ATIA SAHAB RAHIM | Psychology
   Cum Laude
LA’NAE MARSHON RAMEY | Psychology
IMAN NAOMI RANDLE | Psychology
   Summa Cum Laude
ASADA N. RASHIDI | Environmental Studies
BRIANA NICOLE RAVEN | Psychology
   Magna Cum Laude
ALANI NICHELLE RAY | Sociology
   Cum Laude
NIYA JAHAN RAY | Political Science
   Cum Laude
SYDNEY MILAN RAY | English
KASI TRINITY REED | Political Science
   Magna Cum Laude
SUMAIYA JADA REED | International Studies
CHRISTIAN DANAE REEDER | Sociology and Anthropology
   Cum Laude
JADA NICOLLE RICE | Psychology
JOIE YVONNE RICE | Dance Performance and Choreography
BRIANA NICOLE RICHARDSON | International Studies
   Magna Cum Laude
JALYN MARIE RIDDLE | Sociology and Anthropology
   Cum Laude
ASIA NICOLE RILEY | English
   Cum Laude
ARIEL DANIELLE RIVERS | Elementary Education
   Magna Cum Laude
CHESLY ALLISON ROBINSON | International Studies
   Summa Cum Laude
MERCY CHEBET RONO | Economics
   Magna Cum Laude
LEILA SAMPSON | Spanish
NIA SIMONE SAMPSON | Political Science
LOGAN ALIYAH SAMS | Political Science
DEJOHNA SANDHYA SANDERS | Political Science
NANCY HANNAH SANKOH | Psychology
AMANI S. SAPP | Political Science
DOMINIQUE J. SCOTT | Political Science
   Summa Cum Laude
GABRIELLE MARIE SCOTT | Mathematics
HAALIYA SEWER | History
SHANNON SHAUNICE SIMMONS | Economics
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

MARTINA F. SIMMONS-EDWARDS | Psychology
ROSIE COLLEEN JEWELDAWN SIMPKINS | International Studies
TAYLOR AMANI SIMPSON | International Studies
KARLEEN SIMONE SINGLETON | Comparative Women’s Studies
LAMARIAH TIONA SMITH | Economics
Magna Cum Laude
SKYLR SYMONE SMITH | Political Science
Magna Cum Laude
ASANTI KY SOLOMON | Economics
DARGENAE ADIA SOMERVILLE | Philosophy
Summa Cum Laude
TONI ALEXIA SPENCER | Psychology
SHANIYA MONIQUE SPRIGGS | Psychology
MORGAN SYMONE STATEN | English
Cum Laude
CHANEL ALEXANDRA SYMONE STEWART | English
Cum Laude
JADA GIANNI CHRISTINA STOKES | Economics
AVERY ALEXANDRIA LEE STRACHAN | Independent Major BA
JASMINE DENISE TABOR | English
ARIEL TAYLOR TALBERT | Political Science
Summa Cum Laude
TIDA IMANI TAMBEDOU | Psychology
Summa Cum Laude
LAUREN NICOLE TAYLOR | Economics
ABENI LEAH TEAL | Education Studies
Cum Laude
HAVANA SAVOI TERBORG | Political Science
JAZMINE MONE’THOMAS | International Studies
KENNEDY LAUREN THOMAS | Psychology
SUMMER KAI THOMAS | Dance Performance and Choreography
KAIYA B. THOMPSON | English
TRINITY AMANDA THOMPSON | Psychology
JADA RENEE THORNE | Political Science
Summa Cum Laude
LAUREN CAMILLE THORPE | Sociology and Anthropology
NATALIE ELIZABETH TORRES | Psychology
ARIANNA NAILAH VALBRUN | International Studies
JASMINE NADINE VANHORN | International Studies
ASHLEY NOEL VARLACK | Psychology
BRIANA ALEXANDRA VAUGHN | Psychology
Cum Laude
DEBORAH LILLIAN WALLACE | Economics
AMBER N. WALTON | English
LEAH VERMONT WARDLAW | Political Science
Magna Cum Laude
BRIANA C. WARREN | Comparative Women’s Studies
KARLA J. WASHINGTON | Sociology
DELORES LOUISE WATFORD | Psychology
ZOE SINCLAIR WATKINS | Documentary Filmmaking
BROOKE IMANI WATSON | Sociology and Anthropology
Magna Cum Laude
KEYANA JOI WEBB | Psychology
Summa Cum Laude
GABRIELLE CAMILLE WEEDE | Psychology
MAKALEAH A’SHTONI WELLS | Comparative Women’s Studies
Magna Cum Laude
ANAYA SIMONE WILLIAMS | Political Science
ANGELA ILENE WILLIAMS | English
DIAMOND ALEXIS WILLIAMS | Psychology
GABRIELLE NICOLE WILLIAMS | Economics
Magna Cum Laude
JATAYA IMANI WILLIAMS | Economics
JHANA LEEANN WILLIAMS | Economics
JOY CHRISTEN WILLIAMS | Economics
Cum Laude
RACHEL GENNELLE WILLIAMS | Comparative Women’s Studies
Summa Cum Laude
ZY’YAIRO IMANI ROBIN BERNICE WILLIAMS | Political Science
Summa Cum Laude
MIA JOY WILLIAMS GREEN | Psychology
ANASTASIA L. WILSON | Political Science
Magna Cum Laude
KIARA SHARDE WILSON | Art
VALERIE DOMINIQUE ADRIAN WILSON | English
Magna Cum Laude
MAIYA IMANI WINGFIELD | Political Science
Cum Laude
MONIQUE GABRIELLE WOODSON | Psychology
Cum Laude
JENNIFER DANIELLE WOODYARD | English
SHELBY S. WOOLRIDGE | Theatre and Performance
Cum Laude
ALEXIS IMAN YOUNG | Spanish
KEPRIANO YOUNG | Political Science
MAYA JESSICA YOUNG | International Studies
Magna Cum Laude
SYDNEY LYNNE ZANDERS | Psychology
Summa Cum Laude
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

KAYLYN FATIMA ABDUL-JABAR | Biology
KOBE ALEXANDRIA ABNEY | Biochemistry
    Magna Cum Laude
YVONNE AKUAMOH | Computer Science
    Magna Cum Laude
SKY EVE LATREE ALEXANDER | Computer Science
CHLOE GAYNOR AMBROSE | Biology
NEFATITI KIHYA ANDERSON | Biology
JASMYNE ARMANI ASBERRY | Health Science
NATIYA JY’MON ASHMON | Computer Science
    Cum Laude
ASHLEY AMYRA BAILEY | Psychology
LYRIC ZURI BALDRIDGE | Health Science
FATOUMATA BARRY | Biology
    Magna Cum Laude
RA’YANA KEIVON BATTLES | Health Science
BRIANA ASHLEY BENTON-PRICE | Health Science
    Cum Laude
ASHLEY CHAROD BERNARD | Health Science
CAMRON S. BERRIAN | Biology
    Magna Cum Laude
PEYTON ALEXANDRA BOLLING | Health Science
    Cum Laude
TAYLOR ALEXANDRA BORDES | Health Science
    Cum Laude
MANDISA ANGELIQUE BOSTWICK | Computer Science
Y’YEMAYA TIPHANY BOYD | Biology
JONNAH KARYNNE BRISCO | Biology
    Magna Cum Laude
NI’YHA IMANI MARCHE BROOKS | Biology
AAKILAH JANALI BROWN | Biology
    Summa Cum Laude
ALANNA NICOLE BROWN | Health Science
DA’SHIRA ANDRENIC BROWN | Health Science
    Cum Laude
JAILYN SIMONE BROWN | Biology
SYDNI RAE BROWN | Health Science
NIA ANTOINETTE BULLOCK | Biology
MARAYA ELAINE BURKS | Computer Science
VICTORIA FELICIA BURTON | Biology
    Cum Laude
RAQUELLE STAR CANNON | Biology
KALIA SIMONE CARTER | Computer Science
    Cum Laude
TARIANA LENAI CARTER | Psychology
    Cum Laude
JAILYN NICOLE CLARK | Mathematics
    Magna Cum Laude
KRISIYA TAYLYNN CLEMENS | Biology
    Magna Cum Laude
TORI LYN CONCEPCION | Biology
    Cum Laude
DENVER NICOLE COOPER | Biology
    Magna Cum Laude
MIKO OKAYAMA CRAYFORD | Biology
    Summa Cum Laude
NIA CHRISTEN DAILEY | Health Science
    Cum Laude
KETSIA S. DAJUSTE | Biology
    Magna Cum Laude
DEAUNNA ALYSSA DANIELS | Chemistry
    Summa Cum Laude
ILAN MARIE DAVIS | Health Science
LEA AWRUKA DAVIS | Computer Science
    Magna Cum Laude
SYMONE L’TAVIOR DAVIS | Health Science
SHAELOREN SONICE DEERING | Biology
    Cum Laude
ZOE A. DENTON | Mathematics
    Cum Laude
TAYVIA DANIELLE DOTCH | Biology
MARIAH LEANN DRAIN | Health Science
INDIA MICHELLE ETHERIDGE | Health Science
    Cum Laude
TIANDRA JAKIYAH FOLSOM | Health Science
MONICA MONET CHRISON FRANKLIN-KIDD | Health Science
KELSI LIANNE FULTON | Computer Science
TAYLOR DESIRE GALLMAN | Psychology
KALA NICOLE GAUSE | Biology
    Cum Laude
ASHLEY R. GAYLE | Biology
CHELSEA SHANYCE FAITH GRIFFITH | Biology
    Cum Laude
JAYAIRA MONIQUE HARGROW | Health Science
HOPE L. HARPER | Biology
DEONDRIA SHARNAE HAWKINS | Biology
    Magna Cum Laude
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Kimberlyn Michelle Hayes | Health Science
Magna Cum Laude

Oau niece Joy Heard | Health Science

Tiana M. Hill | Biology
Cum Laude

Deschanel Michelle Holden | Chemistry

D’Asia Jewel Holloway | Biology
Magna Cum Laude

Whitney Taylor Holmes | Biology

Nianza Aje Horne | Mathematics

Brittney Jean’e Howard | Psychology

Katelyn Juanita Howell | Health Science

Diane Ingabire | Chemistry
Magna Cum Laude

DeAndrea Ingram | Mathematics

Angelica Ogechi Izuogu | Health Science
Cum Laude

Antonia AdoHa Jordan Izuogu | Health Science
Cum Laude

Imani N. Jackson | Biology

Jaden Dalyse Jackson | Psychology

Jade Johns-Gibson | Health Science

Victoria Ariel Johnson | Biology

Alanna Nadiri Mykenzi Johnson Stewart | Biology

Irie Danae Jones | Biology

Eva Lee Kelly | Biology

Alexia B. Khalil | Chemistry

Angelica Camille Wairimu Kihiko | Computer Science
Cum Laude

Enyih Samone King | Environmental Science
Cum Laude

Imani Wissam Yvonne Kolailat | Chemistry

Gabriella Metrova Kportuf | Biology

Daisha Janae Larkin | Biology

Teah D. LeGrant | Biology

Zuri Moshe Levene-Harvell | Computer Science

Sasha Zhane Leverett-Boyd | Health Science

Jamiah J. Marshall | Psychology

Amira Tajhari Marvel | Biochemistry

Arisha Mays | Biology

Nadia Natasha Mcbean | Biology

Tekiah Shamoria McClary | Biology
Magna Cum Laude

Ashia Renee’ Merritt | Biology
Cum Laude

Miranda Jordan Merritt | Chemistry

Camryn Leilani Montgomery | Psychology
Magna Cum Laude

Danielle Imani Moore | Biology

Disheka Moore | Computer Science

Ahlya Caurrine Nicholas | Health Science
Cum Laude

Chelsey Andrea Norwood | Health Science
Cum Laude

Stephanie Mimi Obwar | Computer Science

Keely J. Ongos-Cole | Chemistry

Milan Noelle Parris | Chemistry

Taylor Dawnyal Parrish | Health Science

Ayleshia Jeanette Patterson | Computer Science

Janae’ Alexis Pendergrass | Psychology
Magna Cum Laude

Kendall Sara Catherine Perdue | Psychology

Aniyah Selina Peterson | Health Science
Cum Laude

Jasmine Nicole Philibert | Health Science

Tirzah Lynette Polk | Biology
Magna Cum Laude

Reyla DeMya Ponder | Mathematics
Cum Laude

Shauna Nicole Potts | Biology

Alana Renee Preval | Psychology
Cum Laude

Jocelyn Charisma Reynolds | Computer Science

Jaden Celsie Caines Richards | Biology
Magna Cum Laude

Syneja Imani Atiana Richards | Biology
Summa Cum Laude

Trishana Opal Richards | Biology

Imani Faye Roberts | Biology
Magna Cum Laude

Jasia Nyree’ Robinson | Health Science

Taprieka A. Robinson | Health Science

Andrea Lanai Rone | Biology

Pierce Olivia Sams | Health Science
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

AMBER LOUISE SCOTT | Health Science
Magna Cum Laude

FAITH ANASTASIA SHANNON | Psychology
Magna Cum Laude

SHARDAE SHAREL SHAVERS | Psychology

MARIAH ARIEL SLEDGE | General Science

ALIYAH DANIELLE SMITH | Health Science

LAUREN MEREDITH SMITH | Biology

TIANA MARIE SMITH | Biology
Cum Laude

JACQUELINE RENEE STEPHENS | Biology
Magna Cum Laude

ANGELA KIM STEWART | Computer Science

JORDAN LYNDSEY STILL | Computer Science

KORI JANEE TERRY | Health Science

VICTORIA TOUSSAINT | Health Science

KEYARIA NICOLE TURNER | Biology
Cum Laude

ISIMEME NAOMI UDU | Biology
Magna Cum Laude

KAITLIN ALYSSE VAUGHN | Biochemistry

SERENA ANIKA VINCENT | Computer Science
Magna Cum Laude

TÊA RENE WALKER-BERNARD | Biology

MADISON SIRLETHIA WALLACE | Biology
Cum Laude

NINA PATRICE WARREN | Biochemistry

KAMIYA JANISE WATKINS | Biology
Magna Cum Laude

NYLA SERAI WATT | Biology

KRISTYN ZOE LILLIE DARDEN WILKERSON | Environmental Science
Cum Laude

BROOKLYN KORIAH WILLIAMS | Biology

LAUREN ALEXANDRIA WILLIAMS | Health Science
Cum Laude

QUINCI OLIVIA WILLIAMS | Biology

RAEGGIN TAMIA WILLIAMS | Computer Science

DELAYNA BREANNE WILLIE | Biology

JACQUELYN MARY MARIE WILLIS | Biochemistry
Summa Cum Laude

WRAYZENE LYNNETTE WILLOUGHBY | Chemistry
Magna Cum Laude

I’REYON LASHAWN WRIGHT | Biology
Distinguished Honors

Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society
(Superior Academic Achievement)

Kobe Abney  Fana Haile Selassie  Maati McKinney  Lamariah Smith
Kailen Aldridge  Kimberlyn Hayes  Armani Morris  Kayla Smith
Madison Allen  Morgan Hobson  Nadia Oakley  Dargenae Somerville
Hollis Baker  Sophia Howard  Aquilah Ohemeng  Morgan Street
Maya Barnes  Jolaun Hunter  Osarugue Otebele  Alix Swann
Francesca Bentley  Diane Ingabire  La'Niya Owens  Ariel Talbert
Briana Benton-Price  Antonia Izuogu  Rayven Peterson  Tida Tamedou
Aakilah Brown  Jordan Jackson  Tajah Pinkard  Jada Thorne
Taylor Brown  Dalia Kijakazi  Pheonix Pittman  Jayla Williams
Alleyah Caesar  Lydia Laramore  Alexis Prescott  Jacquelyn Willis
JaNae Covington  Maya Machado  Hannah Price  Wrayzene Willoughby
DeAunna Daniels  Alexis Manning  Asia Reese
Destinee Filmore  Jasmine McCaskill  Syneja Richards

Charles B. Rangel Fellowship
Kayla Smith
Fana Haile Selassie

Luce Fellowship
Eva Dickerson ’2019

Fulbright Semi-Finalists
Akua Temeng, Ghana (Research)
Maya Barnes, Panama (Research)

Liman Fellows
Jacqueline Bryan
Alleyah Caesar
DEPARTMENTAL HONORS

Art and Visual Culture
Photography
Cassidy Meyers

Documentary Filmmaking
Jasmine McCaskill
Lauren Moseley

Art History
Destinee Filmore
Haleigh Edmonds

Biology
Nefatiti Anderson
Aakilah Brown
Shaquenciana Clark
Vanessa Eaton
D’Asia Holloway
Nyla Outlaw
Jaden Richards
Keyaria Turner

Chemistry and Biochemistry
Kobe Abney
Diane Ingabire
Jasmine Scott
Olivia Suggs
Autumn Williams
Jacquelyn Willis

Comparative Women’s Studies
Kennedy L. Brooks
Imani Diggs
Kerston Forney
Brittany U. Gray
Courtney Janae Harris
Nia Jackson
Nina J. Lee
Maya Marie Silva Thompson
Makalelah A. Wells
Jasmin E. Woodruff

Computer and Information Science
Yvonne Akuamoah
Kalia Carter
Lea Davis
Brittanie Rice
Serena Vincent

Dance Performance and Choreography
Kaela Lawrence
Christiana McLeod Horn
Aquilah Ohemeng

Economics
Taylor Janet Brown
Lauryn Collins
Kiara Grimstead
Maiakyal Nash
Alexis Porter
Mercy Rono
Lamariah Smith
Jayla Williams
Payton Williams

Education Studies
Stephanie Edme
Abeni Teal
Kiara Mahoney

Elementary Education
Danielle Ballard
Akira Battle
Lauren Davis
Zoie Jones
Makajah Marks
Makaila Marshall
La’Niya Owens
Ariel Rivers

English
Asia Alexander
Amira Castilla
Taylor Delk
Trevor Holsey
Jolaun Hunter
Jordan Chloe Jackson
Ikya Kenyatta
Caitlin Mobley
Raiyen Nolen
Osarugue Orebele
Ananda Palmore
Destiny Reese
Asia Riley
Morgan Staten
Jasmine Tabor
Valerie Wilson

History
Alleyah Caesar
Janai Matthews

International Studies
Fana Haile Selassie
Joy Kirkland
Lydia Laramore
Kennedy Malveaux
Pheonix Pittman
Kayla Smith
Alix Swann

Music
Alexis Prescott
Ariel Alvarado

Political Science
Jordan Barefield
Piper-Simone Casey
Nina Marie Douglas
Shelbi M. Long

Physics
Madison Allen

Sociology
Jacquiline Bryan
Gabriella Gladney

Sociology and Anthropology
Hollis Baker
Nadia Oakley
Asia Reese
Brooke Watson
Naomi Yitref
Christian Reeder

Theatre and Performance
Leslie Bacon
Lauren Dixon
Raiyon Hunter
Jordan Chloe Jackson
Shelby Marcee
Shelby Woolridge

World Language and Literature
Haleigh Edmonds
Raila Harvey
Maya Machado
Phoenix Pittman
Hunter Smith
### SPELMAN COLLEGE HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Claire Collins Harvey, C'37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Toni Morrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Marian Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Sarah Sage McAlpin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Cardiss Collins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Shirley Chisholm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Maya Angelou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Clara Stanton Jones, C’34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Mary Hatwood Futrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Gwendolyn Brooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Lena Horne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Selma Burke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Dame Ruth Nita Barrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Harry Belafonte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Marguerite Ross Barnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Jesse Norman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Louis Rawls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Margaret Walker Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Elizabeth Catlett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Rita Dove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Bernice Johnson Reagan, C'70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Margaret Taylor Burroughs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexine Clement Jackson, C’56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Aurelia E. Brazeal, C’65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marcelite Jordain Harris, C’64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Max Cleland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Alexis Herman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Danny Glover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eleanor Traylor, C’55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Billye Aaron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johnnie Hines Prothro, C’41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Benjamin S. Carson, Sr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Kathleen McGhee Anderson, C’72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Howard Zinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Shirley Clarke Franklin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Veronica Biggins, C’68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Herschelle Challenger, C’61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Mary McKinney Edmonds, C’53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Pearl Cleage, C’71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Debbie Allen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>LaTanya Richardson Jackson, C’71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Rosalyn Pope, C’60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Hazel D. Dean, C’83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Janice E. Hale, C’70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Wanda Smalls Lloyd, C’71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Stacey Y. Abrams, C’95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Kathleen Jackson Bertrand, C’73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Virginia Davis Floyd, MD, C’73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Judge Brenda Hill Cole, C’63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Art and Visual Culture
Nydia Boyd
Ayoka Chenzira
Julie Dash
Yasmine Elspert
Cheryl Finley
Myra Greene
Robert Hamilton
Charnelle Holloway
Tracie Anjanette Levert
Abayomi Ola
Kelly Taylor Mitchell
Bernida Webb-Binder

Biology
Mentewab Ayalew
Ayeshia Don Salu Hewage
Maira Goytia
Jennifer Kovacs
Mark Lee
Mark Maloney
Michael McGinnis
James Melton III
Tiffany Oliver
Aditi Pab
Anna Powolny Ventura
Jeticia Sistrunk
Yonas Tekle
Elethia Tillman
Dongfang Wang

Chemistry and Biochemistry
Daniel Ashley
Cachetne Barrett
Davita Camp
Peter Chen
Michelle Gaines
Lisa Hibbard
Kimberly Jackson
Marisela Mancia
Dulma Nugawela
Augusto Rodriguez
Shanina Sanders Johnson
Mary Van Vleet
Leyle Winfield

Comparative Women’s Studies
Beverly Guy-Sheftall
M Bahati Kuumba
Nikki Lane

Computer and Information Science
Raquel Hill
David James
Andrea E. Johnson

Dance Performance and Choreography
Veta Goler
Julie Johnson
Tracy Lang
Kathleen Wessell

Economics
Jarod Apperson
Marionette Holmes
Suyeye Holmes
Anne Hornsby
Millicent Springs-Campbell
Romie Tribble
Angelino Viceisz

Education
Khalihal Ali
Richard Benson
Valeisha Ellis
Andrea Lewis
Chatee Richardson
Nicole Taylor

English
Tikenya Foster-Singletary
Wandeka Gayle
Michelle Hite
Stephan Knadler
Deanna Koretsky
Rebecca Kumar
Alexandria Lockett
Lana Lockhart
Sequoia Maner
Lynn Maxwell
Melanie McKie
Pushpa Parekh
Michelle Robinson
Sarah Rudewalker
R. Nicole Smith
Sharan Strange
Patricia Ventura

Environmental and Health Sciences
Armita Davarpanah
Nirajan Dhakal
Rosalind Gregory-Bass
Guanyu Huang
NaTaki Osborne Jellks
Kimberly S. Williams

History
Brandi Brimmer
Dalila deSousa
Catherine Odari
Kathleen E. Phillips-Lewis
Yan Xu

International Studies
Sara Budiecker
Munira Charania
MyoungShik Kim
Asia Leeds

Mathematics
Viveka Brown
Naiomi Cameron
Jeffrey Ehme
Victoria Frost
Enahoro Iboi
Kiandra Johnson
Anisah Nu’Man
Yewande Olubummo
Monica Stephens
Mohammed Tesemma
Bikikar Tharu
Joycelyn Wilson

Music
Christina Butera
Hyunjung Chung
Maria Clark
Paula Grissom
Kevin Johnson

Philosophy and Religious Studies
Gertrude Gonzalez de Allen
Nami Kim
Rosetta Ross
Shay Welch
Al-Yasha Williams

Physics
Michael Burns-Kaurin
Retina Burton
Derrick Hylton
Marta McNeese
Christopher Oakley
Natarajan Ravi

Political Science
Robert Brown
Dorian Crosby
Marilyn Davis
Tina Pavl
Desiree Pedesclaux
Fatemeh Shafiei
Uniswa Williams
Kasahun Woldemariam

Psychology
A. Nayena Blankson
Karen Brakke
Tracy Curry Owens
Danielle Dickens
Angela Farris Watkins
Jumchella Grooms Francis
Jimmeke Guillory Wright
Alexandria Hadd
Shani Harris
Kai McCormack
Sandra Patterson
Natalie Singleton-Watson
Ahmad Sylvester
Gloria Wade-Gayles

Sociology and Anthropology
Shanya Cordis
Celeste Lee
Saira Mehmood
Mona Phillips
Nia Reed
Cynthia Spence
Erica Williams

Theatre and Performance
Keith Bolden
Eddie Bradley
Aku Kadogo
Nicholas Ryan
Erin Washington

World Languages and Literature
Jacqueline Alvarez-Ogbesor
Anne Carlson
Fernando Esquivel-Suarez
Estelle L. Finley
Luis Gonzalez-Barrios
Janike Gross Ruginis
Cleveland Johnson
Xuexin Liu
Zhengbin Lu
Soraya Meketta
Lucia Ribeiro
Anastasia Valecce
Pilar Valencia
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Walter R. Allen, Ph.D.  
Claire “Yum” Arnold  
Theodore R. Aronson  
Gena Hudgins Ashe, C’83  
Rosalind G. Brewer, C’84  
Mary Brock (On leave)  
Janine Brown  
Mary Schmidt Campbell, Ph.D.

Bonnie Shelton Carter, C’89  
Thomas H. Castro  
Mary Lynne Diggs, C’77  
Susan Dunn  
Kaye Foster  
Elizabeth Gowans, C’2023  
Carmen D. Harris, C’2002

Cara Johnson Hughes, C’2003  
Cynthia E. Jackson, C’81  
Mark E. Lee, Ph.D.  
Richard D. Legon  
Gwendolyn Adams Norton  
Helen Smith Price, C’79  
Loren K. Robinson, C’2003  
Lovette T. Russell, C’83  
Lawrence M. Schall, Ed.D.  
Suzanne F. Shank  
Ronda E. Stryker  
Colleen J. Taylor, C’90  
Kathy N. Waller  
Pauletta Washington

Representatives to the Board of Trustees

Keva Wright Berry, C’79 | NAASC Representative
Fana HaileSelassie, C’2021 | Student Representative
Angela Farris Watkins, Ph.D. C’86 | Faculty Representative

Life Trustees

Peggy Dulany, Ed.D.  
Marian Wright Edelman, Esq., C’60  
Russell Edgerton, Ph.D.

Robert Holland, Jr.  
June Gary Hoppes, Ph.D., C’60  
Yvonne R. Jackson, C’70

Elizabeth McCormack, Ph.D.  
G.G. Michelson  
Vicki R. Palmer

Board of Trustees National Community Service Awards

1989 Mother Clara McBride Hale | Founder, Hale House | New York, New York
1990 Robert Moses | Creator of the Algebra Project | Cambridge, Massachusetts
1991 Byllye Avery | Founder, National Black Women’s Health Project | Atlanta, Georgia
1992 Margaret Carey | Director and Staff Attorney, Voting Rights Project, Center for Constitutional Rights | Greenville, Mississippi
1993 Eugene M. Lang | Expert in creating industrial projects and new technology venture, I Have a Dream Foundation | New York, New York
1994 Unita Blackwell | National Conference of Black Mayors | Mayor, Maysvillle, Mississippi
1995 Clementine Barfield Chism | Founder, Save Our Sons and Daughters | Detroit, Michigan
1996 Corella Bonner | Philanthropist, The Corella and Bertram F. Bonner Foundation | Princeton, New Jersey
1997 Nancy Wilson | Singer & Actress, Nancy Wilson Foundation | Los Angeles, California
1998 Oseola McCarty | Humanitarian and Philanthropist | Hattiesburg, Mississippi
2000 Kimi Odesser Houston Gray | Community Organizer, Kenilworth-Parkside Resident Management Corporation | Washington, D.C.
2002 Rose M. Sanders | Founder, Coalition of Alabamians Reforming Education | Selma, Alabama
2004 Earle Lee | Founder, Boy’s Choir of Tallahassee | Tallahassee, Florida
2005 Virginia Davis Floyd, C’73 | Executive Director, PROMETRA USA | Atlanta, Georgia
2006 John Hope Bryant | Founder and President, Operation Hope | Los Angeles, California
2007 Gary Orfield | Co-Founder and Director, The Civil Rights Project | Los Angeles, California
2008 Erica Hunt | President, Twenty-First Century Foundation | New York, New York
2009 Helene D. Gayles | President and CEO, CARE, USA | Atlanta, Georgia
2011 Wendy Kopp | Chief Executive Officer and Founder, Teach for America | New York, New York
2012 Oprah Winfrey | American Media Proprietor, Talk Show Host, Actress, Producer and Philanthropist | Chicago, Illinois
2013 Reverend Joseph E. Lowery | Civil Rights Advocate | Atlanta, Georgia
2014 Malika Saada Saar | Human Rights Activist and Director, Human Rights Project for Girls | Washington, D.C.
2015 Dave Levin and Mike Feinberg | Co-Founders, KIPP Academy | South Bronx, New York
2016 Precious Zywiciel Muhammad | Community Activist and Founder of HAGAR Civilization Training Missionary | Atlanta, Georgia
2017 Valerie Jarrett | Civic Leader | Chicago, Illinois
2018 Lonnie G. Bunch, III | Founding Director, Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture | Washington, D.C.
2019 The Honorable Keisha Lance Bottoms | Mayor of Atlanta, Georgia
2020 Pearl Cleage, C’71 | Playwright, Novelist, Poet, Political Activist | Atlanta, Georgia
2021 The Honorable Alma S. Adams, PhD | United States House of Representatives, Activist, and Educator | Charlotte, North Carolina